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EXCLUSIVE

First introduced in 2003, Meinl’s
Generation X range is an
unashamedly modern take on
cymbals. The range has been devised

with strong input from three Meinl endorsees
who share impeccable envelope-pushing
credentials, namely Thomas Lang, Johnny
Rabb and Benny Greb. Virtually all the
Generation X cymbals have been influenced
by one if not all three of these genre-melting
drummers, and now, into a range that’s
already noted for its unconventional
models, come three new and equally
iconoclastic cymbals.

Build
Available in diameters of 15", 17" and 19", the
China Crashes aremade from rolled sheets of
B10 bronze. They are products of what Meinl
describes as its high-tech computerised
manufacturing process. In other words, the
hammering and lathing is largely machine
applied. There is no shame in this – a vast
amount of mass-produced cymbals receive
more attention frommachines than human
beings during production, despite what the
manufacturers would like you to believe –

PRICES
Meinl Generation X
China Crashes
15" £199
17" £249
19" £299

CASTORPRESSED
Pressed

ALLOYUSED
B10 Bronze

FINISH
Polished

HANDOR
MACHINE
HAMMERED
Machine

COUNTRYOF
MANUFACTURE
Germany

MODELS
AVAILABLE
China Crashes

SUITABLEFOR
Rock, metal, industrial,
dance, some acoustic/
percussive applications

CONTACT
Active Music
Distribution
7 Goose Green Trading
Estate
47 East Dulwich
Road
London
SE22 9BN
Telephone
0208 693 5678
Website
www.meinl.com

and, when all is said and done, all that should
matter is how a cymbal sounds.

In shape, the cymbals clearly mix elements
of both crash and china-type designs. A well-
proportioned and highly polished bell meets a
conventional bow, which leads to an upturned
china-like flange. The edge of the flange is
crinkled all the way around its circumference.
This feature – which Meinl calls its
‘Soundwave’ edge – is usually found
exclusively on hi-hats. The reason for its
inclusion on these cymbals is to encourage a
rapid decay. When a cymbal is hit, vibrations
travel from its centre to the outside edge
across the lathing and hammering patterns,
circuiting the outer edge until they gradually
fade. In theory, the Soundwave edge’s
undulations impede the progress of the
vibrations, thus stifling wash.

The China Crashes are all supermodel-thin
(apart from the bells, which aremore
substantial) and feel malleable to touch. This
flexibility is undoubtedly due to the set of
holes encircling the bell area of each cymbal.
While being fairly uncommon, they are not
unique; their purpose is to induce trashiness
and attack. They work at a fundamental level,

as removing portions of metal from a cymbal
is guaranteed to radically alter tuning. The
holes also interrupt the energy flow across the
cymbal, spiking any tonal niceties that might
be harboured within the grooves. They
measure 48mm in diameter, with the 15" and
17" cymbals featuring five of them and the 19"
sporting a total of six.

HandsOn
Though it might seem obvious that the three
China Crashes would share an easily
identifiable characteristic – their trashiness –
they do differ from one another. The 15"
model is bright and silvery to the point of
being splash-like. It is so clean and high in
pitch that a stab at it brings a response not
unlike shattering glass, with decay being
almost instant.

The 17" cymbal reveals more of its hybrid
nature by displaying some traits from the
conventional elements of its design. Beneath
this veneer of respectability, though, lies a
cutting and wonderfully trashy cymbal. The
influence of the crinkled Soundwave edge is
more obvious on its larger diameter; a fraction
of a second after the opening blast has died
away the remaining fizzy wash is suddenly
choked down to a barely audible trickle. It’s as
though a hand hasmomentarily grabbed and
then released the cymbal.

THEHOLES INTERRUPT
the energy flow across the cymbal,
spiking any tonal niceties being
harboured in the grooves

MEINLGENERATION
X CHINA CRASHES
From£199Threenewhybridcymbals joinMeinl’s
GenerationXranks.AdamJonesgives themtheonceover

ESSENTIAL SPEC
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ABIGDOG
BSeriesstandtohold
thingssteady

APROTECTION
Racket linedcymbalcase to
keepthemsafeandsnug

The 19" is a different proposition again,
being a far louder andmore aggressive
cymbal, almost to the point of abrasiveness.
At full tilt it delivers an ear-shredding that
brings terms such as ‘white noise’ to
mind. Again the Soundwave edge works
its trick, compressing the decay in a
spectacular fashion.

After hearing the cymbals played with
force, I couldn’t resist taking a bow to them.
The usual technique of bowing the outer edge
didn’t work: the Soundwave edge prevented
the bow from catching cleanly and setting off
vibrations. However, locating the bow in any of
the holes brought superb results. Anything
from Theremin-like howls and shrieks to
shuddering, unearthly moans was achieved
with a degree of consistency. If only there was
a song onmy function band’s set-list in which
such sounds could be legitimately deployed.

Verdict
The Generation X range contains some of
Meinl’s more imaginative offerings, and this
trio of cymbals happily continues this theme.
From their unusual looks to their odd-number
diameters, they wear their unconventionality

TRY IT WITH...

THESOUNDWAVEEDGE
is usually used onMeinl’s hi-hats,
but on these cymbals encourages
a rapid decay

with pride. There is nothing token about them,
though, as their explosive performances
confirm. They represent an energetic blurring
of the boundaries between the punctuation of
a crash and the exoticness of a china. Unless
you happen to play particularly fiercemusic,
this sort of cymbal is always going to be an
add-on and, bearing that in mind, they are on
the pricey side.

Rating✪✪✪✪✪

The 19" delivers an ear-
shredding that brings terms
such as ‘white noise’ to mind
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